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E V A  - A n  Eva lua to r  of Vague  ev idence  
i n  A S W  si tuat ions:  

A n  e x p e r t  sy s t em p r o t o t y p e  

W. Seiche 

Abs t r ac t :  This paper presents an example of how an expert system can 
contribute to the creation and updating of an ASW tactical picture to meet 
the needs of a high-level shore commander. The basic assumptions are a 
large area of interest and a considerable number of targets in combination 
with a rather low number of data per individual target and an associated 
low data rate, resulting ultimately in fuzzy target evaluation and target 
tracking. The inputs to the expert system model are facts and existence 
(which may be uncertain, imprecise, or even mutually inconsistent); out- 
puts are appropriate conclusions. 
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1. Introduction 

Creation and updating of a tactical picture from the ASW situation in the Medi- 
terranean Sea is a particularly tricky task if this picture is to meet the needs of a 
high-level shore commander. On the one hand the area of interest is so large that a 
considerable number of targets can be assumed to be present; on the other hand the 
amount of data and the data rate originated by an individual target are very low 
in comparison with those for other tracking problems. In particular, the datum- 
to-target correlation becomes a problem when the data rate is low with respect 
to possible target movements. In consequence, the data set from which a target's 
evaluation has to be derived is not well defined and so both target evaluation and 
target tracking become fuzzy. 

Whereas an increasing number of contact reports would require computer support 
for updating the tactical picture, conventional tracking algorithms will be jeopardi- 
zed by the low amount and rate of data for a single target. Conventional co~~lputer 
support suffers also from the heterogeneity of data sets: there are reports to consider 
which usually originate from a wide variety of sensors and sources. SACLANTCEN 
therefore decided to look for solutions in the field of expert systems. A subgoal was 
to acquire experience in this up-and-coming field. 

For our purposes, expert system means a computer model which comprises the infe- 
rential capability of an expert as well as his knowledge about the state of his world. 
Inputs to the model are facts and evidence (which may be uncertain, imprecise or 
even mutually inconsistent); outputs are appropriate conclusions. 

The scope of this paper is to give an example of how expert systems can perfor111 
in the above task. A particular prototype model, called EVA, is presented and 
the intention is to encourage the ASW community either to extend the model for 
in-the-field use or to create its own expert system. 
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2. Prob lem description a n d  definitions 

Someti~nes designations have different meanings within the contexts of different 
domains, such as, for example, ASW and -41. This paper deals with both of these 
domains and consequently some definitions have to be given in order to avoid con- 
fusion: 

Evidence: A fact that gives a reason for believing in the presence of a target. 
e.g. the content of a contact report. 

Evaluation: The categorization of a target or contact according to the evi- 
dence. It is similar to identification in ASW terminology. In particular, 
to evaluate means in this context to correlate a contact or evidence for 
a contact to a node of the taxonolrly tree (Fig. 1-the term EVA in the 
figure is the name of our prototype expert system). 

Level of evaluation: Precision of an evaluation's category designation. To 
raise the level of evaluation means to increase precision (not reliabi- 
lity). The highest level of evaluation is the correlation of contacts to 
one of the tops of the taxonomy tree. 

Degree: The extent to which something is manifest. Used here only as degree 
of belief which indicates how reliable a given evaluation is similar to 
classification in AS W terminology. 

2.1 .  TRACKING AND DATUM-TO-TARGET CORRELATION 

Task: Incoming contact reports and other evidence have to be correlated to 
individual targets. Specifically, the targets' tracks have to be derived. 

The set of reported contacts does not necessarily correspond to the set of detected 
targets. Some contact reports may be caused by the same target, without that fact 
being known. Also, some contact reports can be false alarms. (False alarm here 
Illeans a report stating the presence of a target when there is none.) 

Therefore in the worst case, where there is no information about any correlation, 
each possible combination of contacts has to be regarded as a candidate for a target 
track. From here on, such hypothetical target tracks are called clusters. 

All contacts comprising a cluster will transfer their attributes to the cluster (infor- 
mation of first order). Another source of information on clusters is the grouping 
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of contacts: e.g. from two contacts that have no attributes but do hav'e location 
the evaluation nuclear can be derived just by combining them into a cluster and 
calculating the transition speed from one to the other (information of second order). 

A tactical picture can be regarded as a collection of clusters such that all contacts 
are contained once and only once in this collection Usually there will he a lot of 
possibilities to select clusters for forming a tactical picture. The expert has to choose 
the most likely one from these possibilities and to present it to the commander as 
the actual subsurface picture (SSP). 

Example 1 illustrates the extent of this problem. Example 1 shows how unmana- 
geable the selection of the SSP may become even with a small number of contacts. 
Careful evaluation of contact and cluster properties is necessary in order to rule out 
inconsistent clusters (cluster pruning) and so reduce the number of tactical pictures 
that is possible. 

2.2. EVIDENCE POOLING AND EVALUATION O F  CONTACTS AND CLUSTERS 

Task: All available information concerning an individual contact or cl~lster 
has to be considered to raise its level of evaluation as high as possible. 

Within this paper information concerning a contact is called evidence An example 
for which kind of target attributes ' evidence can be obtained is shown in Fig. 2. 

Usually an expert will not be completely sure of his evaluation, be it because evi- 
dence is not absolutely reliable (possibility of false alarm) or because the supplied 
information is incomplete. Consequently evaluations will often be below top level 
(e.g. diesel where something like Tango, Kilo, etc. is expected), ambiguous (e.g. Ju- 
liett or Echo 11), or believable only to a limited degree. For a proper assessment 
this degree is a fundamental attribute of any evaluation. 

For processing reasons it is useful to express the latter as a degree of belief (DoB) 
with a numerical value, e.g. a percentage, where 100% means the expert is absolutely 
certain of his evaluation and 0 means absolutely ignorant; disbelief is expressed as 
DoB in the evaluation's complement. 

In the software package used for developing our prototype expert system termi~lology 
attributes are called Own slot or Member slot. The software package is known as KEE 

The DoB is a judgement, i.e. subjective and must not be mixed up with the objective 
chance that a target of the evaluated type is present. The chance does not depend on the 
expert's state of information; his DoB clearly does. Of course, if an expert should know 
the chance, he would take its values as his DoB. Unfortunately probability is often used 
as a synonym for both. 
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The contacts U, V and W are reported consecutively. There is no information available 
whetller these contacts belorrg to one or Inore targets. Let XI  Y and Z be tlre names of 
llypotlletical targets. Tllen we have to regard 

Cluster As track of target 
- -- 

Based on n reports 
- .  . -  

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 

' There is no a priori information about the presence of targets; 
permutations of clusters and target names can therefore be 
omitted. 

' As X but different. 

These clusters allow the following tactical pictures: 

Picture Composed of 

If false alarms have to be taken into consideration, additional degenerated pictures are 
possible: 

Picture' Composed of 

P l a  [C2, C31 
P l b  [Cl ,  c31 
P l c  [Cl ,  c21 
P l a b  [c31 
P lac  [C21 
P lbc  
P labc  

[Cll 
[empty1 

P2a 
P3b 

[C61 
[C51 

P ~ c  [c41 

Lowercase letters in the picture designa- 
tion indicate which contact is considered 
as a false alarm. 
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An expert receives two reports which refer to the same contact. Report A states that 
there was an interception frolll a Snoop Slab radar. Report B states that sonar sensors 
were placed within the assumed area of probability, but no turbine noise was heard. 

Through his expertise, the expert evaluates the evidences as follows: 

Evidence Evaluation DoB 
- -  - - -  - 

A Juliett or Echo I1 80% 
B not nuclear 60% 

The expert is asked for his DoB of whether the contact is a Juliett or an Echo 11. This 
example is a table of some different evaluations, showing some peculiarities of the DoB. 

Contact Evaluation 
- - - - - - - 

A' diesel 
not diesel 

B diesel 
false alarm 

c3 Kilo or Tango 
other diesel 

D4 Juliett 
Echo I1 

E5 diesel 
Juliett 

DoB 
- -  

' Contact A is evaluated in a conventional Bayesian manner, 
where the complement of the DoB is committed to the com- 
plement of the evaluation. ' The DoB in the evaluation of contact B is also distributed over 
more than one hypothesis, but independent. 
The evaluation of contact C shows a similar distribution, but 
the hypotheses are disjunctions of nodes of the taxonomy tree 
(Fig. 1). ' In the case of contact D an amount of less than 100% is com- 
mitted to the DoBs. This indicates that there is a limited belief 
in the mentioned hypotheses, but no justification for any distri- 
bution of the rest. To commit this rest, e.g. to something else, 
is as plausible as committing it to the mentioned hypotheses. 
The evaluation of contact E contains a refinement. In this case 
the sum of the DoBs can exceed loo%, because the refinement 
hypothesis implies the coarse one. 
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If more information arrives, i.e. new evidence for a contact or a new contact to be 
added to a cluster, the expert will use it to 

raise the level 

resolve ambiguity 

increase his DoB 

of his evaluation by creating a synoptic view of all available information and by 
applying good reasoning. This performance is called evidence pooling and its result. 
is the current best hypothesis (CBH) of the contact's or cluster's evaluation. 

These problems are illustrated in Examples 2 and 3. Example 2 has shown how the 
evidence pooling must be performed for the evaluation task, while Example 3 ha? 
given an impression of how carefully the notion DoB has to be used to avoid the 
mix-up of interpretations. It is also clear now why it is important to distinguish 
DoB from chance: while chance deals only with well defined outcornings (an event 
happens or does not happen), the DoB admits also vagueness and will then require 
special treatment. 
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3. Performance of the EVA model 

Our prototype system (EVA) is implemented on a Texas Instruments EXPLORER 
workstation. The software package used is KEE from Intellicorp Corp. KEE allows 
frame-based modelling as well as near-plain-language production rule for~nulation. 
A user-defined LISP function can easily be attached. 

The model contains facts of the ASW world, like hierarchy and properties of target 
classes, environmental conditions, sensor properties, etc. In other words all those 
things an ASW expert should be familiar with. Further, it contains rules which 
describe the interaction of facts in an i f .  . . t h e n .  . . manner, i.e. it mirrors the 
know-how of an expert. If evidence for some target appears, the   nod el applies 
these rules to deduce what kind of target might be present and what it is doing. 
This procedure is supported by appropriate algorithms, e.g. for evidence pooling, 
cluster pruning or track selection. 

3 . 1 .  DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS IN EVA 

Figure 3 shows all items of the model available to the user. The rectangles are 
called windows in KEE terminology. 

The Output window depicts a graph of all those items which contain infor- 
mation for the user. This information can be displayed by requests in that 
same window. 

a The Lisp Listener window provides services such as invoking user-defined 
functions. 

The KEE Typescript window is the xnajor dialogue interface. 

The three little windows on top are ~nerely triggers. If a cursor is moved on one of 
them, the activity mentioned in its title is executed. 

The New Evidence Creation function serves for supplying the model with 
new information. 

The Track Assessor's SSP Proposal function proposes clusters which are 
likely to be real tracks and combines them in the SSP. 

The DempsterIShafer Inquiry function is a means for the user to ask the 
system for its DoB in a user-supplied evaluation hypothesis for a contact or 
a cluster. 
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Figure 3 is a snapshot of the situation after two evidences (EVIDENCE.  1 and EVIDENCE.  2 )  
became available: 

Tvpescript window: This display shows the dialogue while inserting the first 
two evidences System prompts and responses are in uppercase letters. 
the user's answers with lowercase initials. Because the user could'nt spe- 
cify reference contacts, the syster~l created a contact for each evidence 
(responses CONTACT.  1 and CONTACT. 2). 

Output window: The heart of the knowledge-base graph is the taxonomy tree. 
The system's evaluation of contacts is displayed as connections (dashed 
lines) between contacts and the appropriate nodes of the taxono~llv tree. 

Up to now the system could not find any inconsistency between the two 
contacts and so it had to form all possible clusters ( C L .  1, CL.  2, CL. 3 )  
[footnote 3] for further consideration. The correlation of contacts and 
clusters is displayed by solid lines. (The distinction dashedlsolid line is 
merely for internal reasons. ) 

Besides the major features of the taxonomy tree, evidences list and 
cluster list, the knowledge-base graph contains a representation of the 
hierarchy of implemented rules, and the items sensor and environment, 
both intended for future extensions of the knowledge base. 

Figures 4 to 8 show attributes and their values for the items CONTACT. 1, C L . 3 ,  
ENVIRONMENT and SENSOR. The attributes Prior Hypothesis and CBH of contacts and 
clusters need some explanation. 

Generally Prior Hypothesis represents the distribution of DoB over all the evalua- 
tions for which there was an evidence so far. In the case of CONTACT. 1 this distribu- 
tion was derived by evaluation rules (for rules see Subsect. 5.4) dealing with signals 
( 'A')  and signal-derived attributes (Snoop Tray). The Prior Hypothesis of cL.3 was 
derived in two steps: first the Prior Hypotheses of the two member contacts were 
combined (information of first order); then the transition speed from CONTACT. 1 to 
CONTACT. 2 was calculated and an evaluation rule dealing with speed was applied to 
it. The conclusions of that rule was a third distribution of DoBs, e.g. nuclear with 
60% (information of second order), and was combined with the result of the first 
step. 

The attribute CBH (current best hypothesis) of contacts and clusters is that part 
of Prior Hypothesis with the highest DoB. Contacts are linked to that node of the 
taxononly tree which corresponds to their CBH. 

For internal reasons, evidences and clusters are linked to superimposed items; the 
user sllould not worry about these items. 
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The item OTHER DISJUNCTIONS comes into play because the evaluation of evidence 
will not necessarily lead to contact CBHs which are nodes of the taxono~lly tree. 
When they are not, the contacts are displayed as linked to the itern OTHER DISJUNCTIONS 
of the tree An example is given in Fig 9. Two evidences are pooled. The first 
leads to the CBH 'a Soviet submarine but  not Juliett'. the second to the CBH 
'Diesel'. The co~rlbination of these evidences leads to 'Diesel but not Juliett' which 
is not a node of the tree, i.e. the contact belongs to a disjunction and not a node. 

If the user wishes to have this disjunction displayed, he can move the cursor onto 
the contacts name, select send rrlessage from the pop-up menu as it appears and 
then Illove the cursor to CBH Expand of the message type menu. As the result, 
the contact will be linked to all elements of its CBH disjunction (Fig. 10). Moving 
the cursor on CBH Shrink will reinstall the original display. 

The item EVIDENCE and the taxonomy tree were already discussed in Sect. 2. Rules 
and their hierarchy will be discussed in Subsect. 4.4. 

3.2.  USING EVA: EXAMPLES OF HOW IT WORKS 

In the EXPLORERS KEE- node the model can be loaded by typing the name of 
the knowledge base. 

An example scenario has been selected in order to demonstrate the performance of 
the model. The scenario consists of 9 evidences (Fig. 11) belonging to 7 contact 
identifiers   EVIDENCE.^ and EVIDENCE.4 were identified by the user to belong to 
 CONTACT.^). Figure 12 shows the positions of these evidences; the number within 
the position circles indicates the identification number of the related contact; time 
and evaluation (as derived by the system) is given as well. The figure was drawn 
externally because the EXPLORER'S plot facility is not yet available for EVA. 

Cluster pruning resulted in the creation of 36 clusters (out of 127 theoretical ones). 
This relatively high number reflects the fact that the information provided by the 
user is rather poor (6 evidences without a specified attribute) and that the contacts 
are located closely together. 

Insertion of infor~nation. The first steps of the scenario's creation will serve to 
show how information can be inserted by the user via a dialogue with the system. 

Figure 13 is a snapshot of the screen after the first three evidences were provided. 
The whole dialogue can be seen in the typescript window; uppercase letters indicate 
the system's prompts, lowercase the user's answers. 

The dialogue is initiated by pointing a cursor to the New Evidence Creation item 
which is displayed at the top of the screen. At first the user is asked if he can relate 
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his information to an already existing contact. If his answer is no, the syste~li 
creates a new contact and prints its name (e.g. CONTACT. I ) ;  otherwise it asks the 
user for the name of the contact to which the information relates. 

Next the user is asked for a location. The Location attribute has three conlponents: 
time and x and y coordinates, and they must be given in the form 'txy'. The next, 
prompt is for an attribute. 

Any one of t,he slot names shown in Fig. 2 can be given as an attribute; in addition 
nil can he answered if no information about attributes is available. If the user's 
answer is not nil, the system will prompt him for the attributes value; e.g. if the 
at.tribute is Signal, which means an intercepted radiation, the value can he 'A' ,  'B' 
or 'C', each of which stands for a certain peculiarity of the radiation. 

When the user has entered all this requested information, the system starts its 
evaluation and updates contacts and clusters if applicable. 

Some first results. After the first three evidences were inserted, a quick look at 
the knowledge-base graph (Output window of Fig. 13) will provide some first results. 
It can be seen that CONTACT. 1's CBH was derived as 'Juliett' while t h ~  evaluation 
of CONTACT.2 is still completely unknown. The two contacts have no cluster in 
common, i.e. there have been some properties found by the system which inhibit 
the conclusion that they may belong to one target. A more detailed inspection 
would show that speed is the reason for this inconsistency: a constant speed of 
less than 5 kn could be derived from the two evidences for CONTACT. 1, but it would 
require a speed of more than 5 kn to get from the location of CONTACT. I to that of 
CONTACT. 2 .  

Figure 14 is a snapshot of CONTACT.lls attributes at present. Note that values for 
CBH,  Course, Speed, Inconsistencies and Exposure were derived. 

In order to give better understanding of clusters let us step forward to EVIDENCE.5 
(see Fig. 11). A part of the resulting knowledge-base graph is depicted in Fig. 15. 
Now there is a cluster with more than one contact: CONTACT. 2 and CONTACT. 3 are 
combined in CL.6. Figure 16 gives all the attribute's values which have been derived 
for this cluster. Note the value of Cons~stent Transition Speed; this says that it is 
possible to transit between the member contacts if a target's speed TS is within an 
interval 5 < TS < 10 kn. 

For internal reasons tlle attribute Evduatio~l does not belong to tlle contact but to 
its most recent evidence. Because the latter has a nil attribute, Evduatio~l llas a value of 
conlplete vagueness. 
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Derivation of the subsurface picture (SSP). To ~nake  things more interesting 
let us assume that all evidences of the exa~nple scenario are now availale to the 
syste~n. The syste~n has now 36 clusters created; from t.hat confusing nulllher it 
has to select those candidates which are   no st likely to be real target tracks. 

This performance is invoked by the user pointing the cursor to the Track Assessor's 
SSP Proposal item which is displayed at the top of the screen. By this action 
another dialogue via the Typescript window is initiated. 

The model displays those member contacts of a cluster which it assuInes to be 111ost 
likely a real track and asks the user if he agrees. If he does, the   nod el takes another 
likely cluster, etc., until every contact has been displayed once (and of course only 
once: the SSP has to be unambiguous) in an accepted cluster. Figure 17 shows this 
dialogue and the resulting SSP plot for the example scenario. The user should now 
take a look at the CBH of these clusters to complete the picture. 

If the user rejects a cluster proposal, the system will look for the next most likely 
ones which also contain the displayed contacts (see Fig. 18). This facility is useful 
when the user has some expertise not yet implemented in the model: for exam- 
ple, rules have not yet been implemented dealing with the CPA (closest point of 
approach) but the user may wish to reject a cluster because it would lead to an 
unacceptable CPA to another track. Another application of this facility is the pos- 
sibility of introducing false alarms before the model has detected them. The user 
has merely to reject aU clusters which contain the doubtful contact (e.g. CONTACT. 4 
in Fig. 19). 

Rejection of clusters does not change the knowledge base, and so the user is free 
to use several SSP proposals by rejecting clusters as he likes, without introducing 
false information into the knowledge base. 

Conflicting evidence. In order to show the impact of conflicting evidence, let 
the scenario be extended by a tenth evidence (Fig. 20). 

This evidence states that CONTACT. 7 (which was previously evaluated to be a 'Juliett 
with DoB 80%') is 'not a Juliett with DoB 99%'. The Track Assessor will now 
propose CONTACT.7 as a separate target (Fig. 21). 

More interesting is the inspection of CBH and Prior Hypothesis of this contact 
(Fig. 22). 'Juliett ' has reduced its DoB to 1% while there is now a DoB of 20% 
for 'Complement of Juliett in TH'. The cumulated DoBs co~nple~nent to 100% is 
committed to 'Conflict'. The relatively high value of the latter (79%) could be 
an indication that there is something wrong with that contact and it needs some 
inquiry. 
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De~npster/Shafer inquiry. This is another dialogue which is invoked and execu- 
tecl si~iiilarly to those previously explained. The trigger is the item Dempst.er/Shafer 
Inquiry which is displayed next to the other triggers at the top of the screen. The 
theory for the Dempster/Shafer Inquiry tnay he found in Shafer 111. 

The dialogue asks the system how strongly it relies, for example, on its CBH for 
a specified candidate (contact or cluster): but the user can also try any other 
hypothesis as well and the syste~ll will answer how strongly this hypothesis holds 
for the candidate. 

The inquiry results in a pair of numbers. The first one is called support and is 
calculated on the basis of all DoBs in favour of the tried hypothesis; e .g .  if the 
hypot,hesis Diesel is tried and there is some DoB that the candidate is Juliett, then 
this DoB is also considered to be in favour, because Juliett belongs to Diesel. 

The second number is called plausibility. It is calculated on the base of the co~nple- 
merit of the cu~riulated DoBs against the tried hypothesis, i.e. the DoB that there 
is nothing against the hypothesis. 

Sorrle exa~nples are displayed in Fig. 23; they are based on the situation after the 
conflicting EVIDENCE. 10 was added. The basic properties of the candidate CONTACT. 7 
are shown in Fig. 22. At first the previous CBH Juliett is tried; support as well 
as plausibility are quite low (5%). Next, one of the 'not Juliett 's is tried: support 
of 0% (because there is no DoB in favour), but a rather high plausibility of 95% 
(because only the low DoB in Juliett is against the tried hypothesis Echo). The big 
difference between support and plausibility indicates a high amount of vagueness; 
there is nothing for and almost nothing against it. The following trials give an 
inlpression of what kind of hypotheses can be formulated. 

3.3.  AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS 

These functions have access to the knowledge base but are called from outside the 
KEE system; the only reason for putting then1 there was to avoid having too Illany 
items (triggers) on the screen. They have to be invoked by the user on the LISP 
Listener window via the normal LISP function call. 

The Show Evidences function displays all evidences with their attributes and 
values. An example of the function call can be seen in Fig. 11. 

The Re-assess function allows a re-assessment of a contact, if something in 
the knowledge base has changed; e.g, there were new rules introduced or a 
previously supplied evidence was found to be erroneous. An example of the 
latter is given in Fig. 24: EVIDENCE.9 of our scenario was found to be wrong; 
via the editing facility the value of attribute signal was corrected from B to 
A (see typescript window). Because this evidence concerned CONTACT. 7 ,  the 
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latter had to be re-assessed. The syntax for invoking the re-assessment can 
be seen in the LISP Listener window. The result is that CONTACT.7 is now 
under other disjunctions. 

The Reset-all function deletes all information and its derivation. It starts up 
the model from new. A function call is shown in the LISP Listener window 
of Fig. 3. 
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4. Methodology 

4.1. CLUSTER PRUNING 

To avoid combinatorial explosion in creating clusters, all new or updated  contact,^ 
have to pass through filters. These filters conlpare certain properties of the contact 
with those of already existing clusters. Only if a new contact matches a cluster are 
they colnbined to an additional cluster: and only if an updated contact still fits to 
a cluster that it belonged to previously is this cluster updated as well; otherwise it 
is deleted. The filters used in the model are the history filter, taxonomy filter and 
speed filter. 

History filter: Whenever a contact was found to be not colnpatible with 
another contact, this fact is stored as an attribute of both inconsisten- 
cies, termed. The inconsistencies could have been detected by the other 
two filters or they could have been directly supplied by the user via new 
evidence. Clusters inherit the inconsistencies of their nlelnber contacts. 

The history filter uses the inconsistencies attributes of clusters and con- 
tacts to prevent cluster creation if a combination which was not possible 
before becomes possible after a contact's updating. The latter can hap- 
pen if two hypothetical tracks approach each other. 

With user-supplied inconsistencies, the filter is used for deleting clusters 
which have now become inconsistent (updated contact) or for preventing 
the creation of inconsistent clusters (new contact). 

Taxonotrlv filter: This filter prevents the conlbination of contacts which are 
not compatible with respect to their CBHs. The filter not only regards 
the candidate CBHs (information of first order) but looks also for a third 
GBH which is derived from the hypothetical transition speed between 
the candidates (information of second order). All three GBHs have 
to be mutually consistent. Consistency in this context means that all 
GBHs are on the same branch of the taxomony tree. 

Speed filter: Usually the maxinlunl speed of hypothetical targets is used to 
decide whether or not two contacts could belong to the same track. This 
approach makes sure that the set of clusters contains those clusters 
which are entire tracks of detected targets. The disadvantage of this 
approach is that it is too coarse for efficient cluster pruning. 

To compensate for the coarseness the model restricts cluster creation by 
only allowing clusters for which the ~nutual  transition speeds between 
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their constituent contacts are within a certain speed interval. At present, 
the consistent transition speed attribute of a cluster is graduated in 5 kn 
steps. 

Of course, an entire track can now be achieved only if the target relnains 
within its initial speed interval, as otherwise the track is decomposed 
in Inore than one cluster, with each of these showing the instantaneous 
target speed as its cdnsistent transition speed. This disadvantage is 
not of great weight because the   nod el's SSP proposal will display this 
decomposition such that the user will easily recognize the entire track 
just by the cluster's alignment. 

The speed filter considers (1) the speed attribute of the contact, ( 2 )  the 
consistent transition speed attribute of the cluster, ( 3 )  the transition 
speed between the contact and the   no st recently added (or updated) 
member contact of the cluster. All three speeds have to be ~nutually 
consistent, i.e. they have to be in the same interval. 

4.2. SSP PROPOSAL 

Even after filtering has reduced the number of clusters considerably, the need to 
distinguish real tracks from garbage still remains and is a challenging task. 

An approach could be to regard the time-ordered sequence of contacts (or their 
evidences) as a dynamically developing situation and to apply target ~liodels to 
find out if any kind of target will match the situation (and to what degree). One 
problem with that approach is that targets are very difficult to model due to their 
behaviour. Another problem is the low data rate within a cluster; in consequence 
a lot of a target's inherent dynamics are unknown and several target models could 
match a cluster, even at one which reflects which is not real track. 

Another approach could be to assign a likelihood of existence to any cluster and to 
discard all clusters with likelihoods below a certain threshold. This likelihood can 
be derived from two constituents every time a contact is updated or newly added to 
the cluster. The first constituent is the likelihood of existence of the new evidence, 
the second is the likelihood that a situation, reflected by the original cluster, will 
change to another situation, reflected by the updated cluster. The only source for 
both likelihoods is the judgement of experts. While the existence likelihood will be 
obtained quite easily for a broad spectrum of expected evidences and under various 
conditions, the situation-change likelihood will be almost impossible to obtain for 
wartime situations. 

This bel~aviour may be predictable in peacetime. During war preventive actions and 
reactions to search efforts will render it almost unpredictable. At least targets will tllen 
avoid any linearities which use a variety of analysis aids such as ICalman filters. 
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For these reasons the 111odel uses a solution which is independent of target 111odel 
and expert judgements. The basic idea is that clusters representing real tracks can 
he identified using heuristic rules. Two such rules could be derived looking at the 
sets of clusters generated for different scenarios: 

Rule 1: Clusters with a high cardinality are more likely to correspond to real 
tracks than clusters with few members. It can be assui~led that the 
previous filtering has ruled out many high cardinality clusters which 
are not real tracks so that we can expect the real tracks to lie among 
the larger of the remaining clusters. 

Rule 2: A cluster is valid if and only if all contacts within this cluster do not 
lie within another cluster which is not a subset of this valid cluster. 

Using these rules each cluster is checked against all the others. 

The greater the number of these other clusters that are subsets of the candidate 
cluster, the stronger is the indication that the candidate is valid. The greater the 
number of clusters are found to share contacts with the candidate but are not 
subsets of it the stronger is the indication that the candidate is false. A rank is 
obtained for each cluster by combining both indications. 

The model now takes the cluster with the highest rank and proposes it to the user 
as a track. If the user accepts, the model looks for the cluster with the highest rank 
among those that remain and do not share any contact with the accepted one; the 
model then proposes it to the user. This procedure is iterated. After all contacts 
are covered by accepted clusters, the model displays this selection of clusters as its 
SSP proposal. 

4.3. TREATMENT OF FALSE ALARMS 

False alarm is an item of the taxonomy tree and so it is treated like other evaluations 
of contacts and clusters, i.e. it is accessible to evaluation rules and evidence pooling. 

In consequence, the CBH of a contact or a cluster may become a false alarm. If this 
happens to a cluster, the model will delete it; if it happens to a contact, all clusters 
which contain this contact are deleted and the contact is linked to the false alarm 
node of the taxonomy tree for eventual backtracking. This deletion and linking 
represents an additional cluster pruning. 

The SSP proposal of the model does not consider the possibility of false alarms, 
i.e. no degenerated tactical pictures are a priori proposed. This results in a consi- 
derable reduction in the number of possible tactical pictures. If the user wishes to 
take account of false alarms, he can do so through engaging in dialogue with the 
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rnodel's Track Assessor item, from which he rejects cluster proposals which seem 
doubtful to him or contain doubtful contacts (Fig. 19); as a decision aid he can 
look at the cluster's or contact's Prior Hypothesis attribute. 

4.4. RULES 

In the present state of the EVA prototype there are two major classes of rules: 

( a )  evaluation rules which are applied each time a new evidence appears, 

(b)  validation rules which are applied by the Track Assessor i t e n  in order to 
distinguish between valid and false clusters. 

At present, evaluation rules can derive high-level attributes of contacts fro111 lower 
level ones (e.g. the exposed antenna from an intercepted signal) in cor~lbination 
with evaluations from speed or exposure. Up to now, the only validation rule deals 
with transitting targets and states that a cluster is unlikely to be a real track if the 
ti111e sequence of its member contacts indicates heavy manoeuvering. (Fig. 25). 

Rule application follows the backward chaining strategy : a primary goal is posed. 
In the case of the class of evaluation rules this goal is the answer to the lrlajor 
question: 'The evaluation of (evidence) is what?' At first the 111odel looks to see if 
there is already an explicit answer; if not, it takes one of the rules whose conclusion 
provides such an answer and poses the verification of the rules premise as a suhgoal. 
Then the model looks to see if there is already an explicit verification; if not, it 
takes a rule whose conclusion matches with the premise of the previous one and 
poses the verification of the new premise on the subgoal stack, etc. The   nod el 
goes backward until finally it finds a verification; all conclusions of that chain of 
rules are now asserted and an evaluation is derived. If no verification can be found 
within a chain, the model goes forward again to the primary goal, takes the next 
rule with an appropriate conclusion and chains backward again, etc. 

4.5 .  DERIVATION OF DOB BY EVIDENCE POOLING 

A quotat,ion from S.D. Poisson [2] once more characterizes the subjective nature of 
DoB: 

Ainsi, un Cv6nernent aura, par sa nature, une chance plus ou moins grande, 
connue ou i~tconnue ; et sa  probabilith sera relative a nos connaissances en ce 
qui le concerne. 

DoB has to  be understood here as the notion 'probabilitC7 in the above quotation. 

The rules in the present prototype will serve only as templates for further exte~is io~is  
of the model. 
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The syntax of the Evaluation attribute of contacts and clusters comprises the event 
('Cvknement': here the presence of a target, specified by its evaluation) and the 
DoB (in the notation of a percentage); see Fig. 4 for an example. The Evaluation 
attribute may consist of an arbitrarily extensive list of such event/DoB pairs, if the 
information does not allow focusing of the DoB on a unique event. 

Such lists are the elements of evidence pooling. They are supplied either by the 
user directly or by the system. When supplied by the user directly it is as an 
evidence's attribute (see evidence No. 5 in Fig. 11). When derived by the system, 
it is through: 

( a )  applying evaluation rules on other types of evidence's attributes (Fig. 25) ,  
or 

(b)  using second-order information, or 

(c) transferring the contacts evaluation to clusters. 

These lists are combined with an already existing list, the Prior Hypothesis attri- 
bute of the contact or cluster in question, to form an updated Prior Hypothesis. 
The method used is Dernpster's rule of combination as presented in [I]. 

In the terminology of [I], the DoB part of an Evaluation attribute is expressed as a 
basic probability assignment; the updated Prior Hypothesis attribute is called the 
orthogonal sum of the pooled evidences. 

When using this method, the user has to take some care. Firstly he has to assure 
that the supplied evidences are independent. Secondly he has to define the case 
thoroughly (according to Example 3 in Subsect. 2.2.) before distributing his DoB. 
For example, if he decides to use the conventional Bayesian case, he has to assign 
the appropriate basic probability explicity to the complement of his hypothesis as 
well. Or if he wants to specify a refinement, he has to keep in mind that a refinement 
hypothesis implies the coarse one-i.e. if his DoB in Diesel is 90% and he believes 
that the Diesel may be a Juliett with DoB 60%, he has to assign to Diesel a basic 
probability of only 30%, because 60% are already committed to it via Juliett (which 
is a Diesel). 

The following part is interesting only for a reader who is familiar with Shafer's 
theory of evidence. 
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The   nod el has implenlented Shafer's procedure in a slightly modified manner. 
The orthogo~lal suin is not normalized after each step. Alternatively the Prior 
Hypothesis at tribute is extended by an element co~iflict where all occurring as- 
signments to conflicting combinations are cumulated (Fig. 26). Only when the 
user invokes Dempster/Shafer Inquiry is a transient nor~nalizatio~l carried out 
for the calculation of support and plausibility. 
Tlle reason for transie~lt normalization is twofold. Firstly the model can now be 
extended to use conflict (e.g. i ~ i  rules for defining false alarms) without chan- 
ging an algorithm. Secondly normalization conceals tlte existence of conflict. 
Prade [3] and Zadeh [4] have pointed out cases where this call lead to strange 
results; thus, treatments of conflict other than merely ~lorn~alization can be 
expected as studies go on and the model evolves. 
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5. Summary 

The expert systeln prototype EVA derives contact and target evaluations and target 
tracks (i.e. subsurface pictures) from.user-supplied evidences. These evidences may 
he unreliable, imprecise, incomplete and even mutually inconsistent. 

The evaluations are presented by EVA as the current best hypotheses in terxrls of 
nodes of the taxonomy tree or of disjunctions of the tree's top. The systeln pools all 
evidences in order to raise the current best hypotheses to as high a level as possible 
and to increase the degree of belief in this hypothesis. 

The tracks are presented as clusters of contacts which are most likely to belong to 
an individual target. 
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-Oil- 1386 8: 1223 

Member Of': EVIDENCES 

n s11:tt.: CONTACT from EVIDENCE. 1 
Inheritance: OVERRIDE .VALUES 
Values: CfSMTACT. 1 

Own sll3.: COURSE DWSL EVIDENCE. 1 
Inherltanca: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
values: UnKnown 

Own 31d: EVALUATION from EVIDENCE. 1 
1nherit.ance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 

0:I:n sld: EXPOSURE from EVIDENCE. 1 
Inheritance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Values: Unknown 

Own ;lor: INCONSISTENCIES Rtiil~ EVIDENCE. 1 
Inheritance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Values: TJnknclrvn 

Own sla: LOCATKJN from EVIDENCE. I 
Inherlrance: OVERRIDE-VALUES 
Values: (0 0 0:) 

Own slot SIGNAL fmji~ EVIDENCE. 1 
1nhsrita.nce: OVERRIDE.VALUES 
Values: E 

Ovrn slot; SPEED frcrm EVIDENCE. 1 
1nherit.ance: OVERRIDE .VALUES 
Values: 7Jnkllown 

Own sla: STATE from EVIDENCE. 1 
1nllcrita.nct: 0VERRIDE.VALlbES 
Va.lues: Unknown 

Own 5lU: SUB-TASK f T t i ~ 1 ~  EVIDENCE. 1 
Inheritance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Vo.lucs; Unknosvn 

Clwn sl~?.: TIME .OF .CRS .CHG fro~.rr EVIDENCE. 1 
InherlLsnce: OVERRIDE .VALUES 
Values: 1Jnkno:l:n 

Fig. 2. Example of attributes of evidence. 
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Mcahcr Oi: (ENTITIES in W GENERICUNITS) 

Ow11 sliir,: CBH froiii CONTACT. 1 
IrrY~erlIance: OVERRIDE-VALUES 

Own sll:li,: EVALUATION from CONTACT. 1 
InBerltance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
\la!ucs; (f (CQrdFLEMENT JULIETT SOVIET-SUB) 95:):) 

&vn slctt,: EVIDENCES from CONTACT. 1 
Inkerit,ance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 

O;in slat: EXPOSURE from CONTACT. 1 
Inheriten~ze: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Values: SI.JOOP- TRAY 

Own slot: LOCATION from CONTACT. 1 
Inhcritanct: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 

Own slur: PRIOR .HYPOTHESIS fPorf~ CONTACT. 1 
Inheritance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Values: (((CONFLICT) 0) 

((SURFACE FALSE-CONTACT OTHER-SUB NATO-SUB HOTEL ECHO 
NOVEIJIBER CHARLY VICTOR YANKEE DELTA ALFA PAPA OSCAR SIERRA 
FOXTROT TANGO KILO JULIETT WHISKY ROMEO GOLF) 5 )  

((HOTEL ECHO NOVEMBER CHAF.LY VICTOR YANKEE DELTA ALFA PAPA 
OSCAR SIERRA FOXTROT TAWGO KILO WHISKY ROMEO GOLF) 95)) 

O w n  slut: SIGNAL fr13m CONTACT. 1 
Inheritance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Values: O. 

Fig. 4, Example of derived values for a contact. 
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Modiiied by WERNER on 1?-lam- 1986 1 J:24:413 
Supt.rcln.:.srs: (ENTITIES in kb GENERICUNITS j 
Subclasses: CONTACT. 1, CONTACT .2 
Member Of CLUSTER, (CLASSES in I;b,GENERICUNITS) 

0:1:n slot: CBH from CL .3 
Inhtrit,anct: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 

OSCAR SIERRA) 

O:vn slot: CONSISTENT.TRANSITION.SPEE0 irom CL.3 
1ahcrite.ncc: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
T?alueClass: (NUMBER in kb KEEDATATYPES) 
ilardina.lity.Min: I 
tardlnallt:;.rv'Iax: 1 
Comment: "interval: value-5, value" 

Own slot,: COURSE floi'i~ CL.3 
Inheritance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Valuca 0.0 

Own slot.: COURSE .CHANGE from GL .2 
Inherit,aaca: UVERRIOE.VALUE5 
Values: NIL 

Own slot: DECOMPOSITION.COMPLETE from CLASSES 
1nherit.anc:e: UNION 
Valu.eL'la:ss: I: LIST,iSF (CLASSES in kb GENERICUNITS 1) 
comment: " 

.A complete decomgosition is a list of 
s1J.bclass~s of this clam which jointly 
subsume all the members of this class, 
More than one complete decon-qmsitton 
may be specifled. 

Y 

Values: Unknown 

Own. sll3,: DECOMPOSITION.DISJOINT from CLASSES 
Inheriranca: UNION 
ValueClass: (LIST.OF (CLASSES in kb QENERICUNITS)) 
Comment,: " 
A ctisjoin?. decomposition is a list of' 
subclasses of thib class which sha.re no 
rfiembers. More than one disfolm 
dccomgosition may be specified. 

Fig. 5. Example of a cluster, part 1. 
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Inkreritance: OVERRIDE .VALUES 
v ali~,es: Unknown 

Owr, 51m: MEMBERS-DATATYPE from CLASSES 
Inhcritannc: OVERRIDE 
Vnll~eClass: (DATATYPE in kh KEEDATATYPES) 
Va.lues: (UNIT in kh KEEDATATYPES) 

Ovrn 51G: MEMBERSHIP from CLASSES 
Inheritancc: METHOD 
ValueClass: (METHOD in kt1 KEEDATATYPES) 
CarBinallt,y,PdIax: 1 
Cardlrrallty.Mln: 1 
Values: MEMBER-DISJOINTF!METHOD 

Own slc?.: PRIOR.HYPOTHESIS I'rom CL .3 
1nherita.nce: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
ValueClass: (LIST in kb KEEDATATYPES) 
Cardinality.Min: 1 
Cardinality, Mar: 1 
Values: (((CONFLICT) 0) 

( (HOTEL ECHO NOVEMEER CHARLT VICTOR YANKEE fiEL.TA A L F A  P A P A  
OSCAR SIERRA FOXTROT TANGO KILO WHISKY ROMEO GOLF:I 35)  

((SURFACE FALSE-CONTACT OTHER-SUB NATO-SUE HOTEL ECHO NOVEMBER 
CHARLY VICTCIP. YL.NKEE DELTA ALFA PAPA OSCAR SIERRA FOXTROT 
TANGO KILO JTJLIETT WHISKY HGMEO GOL.F) 2) 

('(HOTEL ECHO NOVEMBER CHARLY VICTOR YANKEE DELTA ALFA P A P A  
OSCAR SIERRA) 60))  

I 

o w n  slot: SUBGLASSP from CLASSES 
1nherit.ance: METHOD 
ValueClass: (METHOD in kb KEEDATATYPES) 
CarPlnallly.Mln: 1 
Cardinality.Max: 1 
Values: SUBCLASS- DISJOINTP!METHOD 

Own slot: TIME.OF.CRS.CHG from CLUSTER 
Inherllance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Values: Unknown 

I Own slat: VALIDITY horn CLUSTER 
1nherit.ance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Values: 1.0 

Fig. 6. Example of a cluster, part 2. 

- 06 - 
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Created by ITV'EKNER on 15-  Jul-2126 6:58: 1.8 
Modified by WERNER on 14-0a-1986 14:S::ill 

Sugcrclasscs: (ENTITIES in HJ GENERGUNITS) 
I?~Iei+:~er Gf': {CLASSES in kt1 GENERICUNITS) 

rY'lei-riher slut: LAYER f lum ENVIRONMENT 
Inheritance: OVERRIDE .VALUES 
Vcr.lu.tQass: (!I!NE,OF ZERO WEAK STROI.JG) 
Values: Unknown 

Merf~ber slut: LAYER.DEPTH R a m  ENVIRONMENT 
Inheritance: OVERRIDE.VALUES 
VnlutCless: (NUMBER in W KEEDATATYPES) 
Values: Unknown 

hrlember slut: PRECIPITATION Rum ENVIRONMENT 
Inheritance: 0VERRIDE.VALUES 
Value!lllass; (ONE.OF ZERO DRIZZLE RAIN HE.4VY.RAIM) 
Values: Unknown 

Iblle~~l3er slut: SEASTATE Rtirfi ENVIRONMENT 
Inhcritance: OVERRIDE .VALUES 
ValucClo.ss: (NUMBER in kb KEEDATATYPES) 
Values: Unknown 

hzmrriber slut: VIS~EIILITY from E N V ~ O N M ~ T  
Inhcritance: OVERRIDE-VALUES 
ValucClass: (NUMBER in kb KEEDATATYPES) 
Values: Unkaown 

Fig. 7. Environmental attributes. 

-- 

TJriit,: SENSOR in knowledga base EVA 
CrsaLEd b:; W E R N E R  G n  15-Jul-2186 6::2::8 
Modified by WERNER on 15-Jul-2166 6:59:31 

Supcrclnsscs: (ENTITIES in W GENERWUNITS) 
Merfibsr C:lf (CLASSES irr icb GENERICUNITS j 

MHI~trer slur: PLATFORM rrom SENSOR 
Inheritance: OVERRIDE .VALUES 
Vn1u.t~: Unknown 

Member slot: TYPE from SENSOR 
Inheritance: OVERRIDE-VALUES 
Valuc~; Unknown 

Fig. 8.  Sensor attributes. 
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Fig. 11. Example scenario: 9 evidences belonging to 7 contact identifiers. 

I 
(shou-eu idences ) 
E V I D E N C E .  1 
CONTACT.1 ( 6  2 13) 
SIGNHL ( 8 )  
EVIDENCE.2 
CONTRGT.1 (7 5 1 2 j  
E V I D E N C E . 3  
CONTACT.2 !6 5 1s) 
EVIDENCE.4 
COHTACT.l (H 9 l l j  
E V I D E N G E . 5  
CONTRCT.3  (9  1 8  1 4 )  
EWALUHT I ON ( ( (NUCLERR 75) ) ) 
EVIDENCE.6 
CDNTACT.4 (18 14 81 
EVIDENCE.7 
CONTRCT.5 ( 1 8  1 5  1 Q )  
ELI1 DENCE .3 
CUHTHCT.6 ( 1 1  2Q 6) 
EUIDENCE.9 
GONTRCT . 7  (12 21 7 )  
SIGNAL ( 6 )  
t J I  L 

(cat-ditial i t g  { u n i t  .children 'cluster- 'member) j 
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Fig. 12. Example scenario: geographic display of 9 evidences 
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CO1.ITRCT .6 
CQHT ACT. 5 
CO!.ITRCT .2 
OK? (YES o r  NO)  YES 

CONTACT.  il 
OK7 ( Y E S  o r  No) ~ E S  

I~endl'lsssa~a ual ua : [CL . 2R CL. 35 1 

Fig. 17. Example scenario: SSP proposal showing user dialogue (above) and resulting geographic 
plot. 
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I I 
COtdT ACT .3 
CnlJTRCT . FI 
COHT Hl2T . 5 
CONTACT . 2  
O K 7  ( Y E S  o r  F ~ u )  no 

CC)I.iT ACT . 3  
CObITHCT .6 
CONTACT . 4  
CONTACT - 2  
OK? (Yes o r  No j ges 

CONTRCT . 7 
CONTRCT . I  
CDNT ACT - 5  
OK? !Yes o r  tdo 1 yes 

MY.SSP.PROPOSAL 

S~ndMessage value: (CL.24 CL.33) 
.' 

JUL 
a- 

CL. 3 3  

Fig. 18. Example scenario: user influenced SSP proposal showing dialogue (above) and resulting 
geographic plot. 
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CONTACT. 3 
CONTRCT. B 
COHT HCT .5 
CONT RCT .2 
OK? ( Y E S  or NO:) YES 

CONTRCT .7 
CONTACT. 1 
CONTRCT .4 
OK? (Yes o r  No) no 

CONTRCT .7 
COHTRCT . I 
OK? (Yes 13- No) yes 

l~end~essage value : (EL. 2B CL. :37 ) 

Fig. 19. Example scenario: elimination of a false alarm user with resulting geographic plot. 
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CONTACT . 3  (9 10 1 4 )  
EVALUAT I ON ( ( (NUCLEAR 75 :) ) ) 

CONTRCT.5 ( l a  15 10) 
ELI1 DEt4CE. S 

GONTRGT.7 (12 21 7 )  

Fig. 20. Extended example scenario. 
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COtJTHCT .3 
CONTACT .6 
CONTACT .5 
C@NT ACT .2 
OK7 ( Y E S  o r  NO)  YES 

COIITRCJ . 1 
CONTACT. 4 
OK? (Yes o r  No) yes 

COFITHCT .7 
OK? (Yes o r  No) yes 

f lY .5SP.PROPOFAL 

SendMessage val ue : (EL. 20 CL . 1  B CL -39 j 
-A 

Fig. 21. Extended example scenario: SSP proposal showing dialogue (above) and resulting geographic 
plot. 
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5 
i i i i i e r ~ r . j r ~ r e :  0VERRIOE.VALUES 
:.:alueCliz: (LIST In I;b KEEDATATYPESj 
.&*:unit:. AVU.UPDATE.CBH.DISPLAY 
~lardinain:~.l~~Iin: 1 
~:'ardinaii! : y . I ~ I a x :  1 
, val1.l~;: ,. (I~(CONFLICT;I i?)  {(JULIETT) 1) 

(i:SUF.FACE PALZE-COPJTACT OTHER-SUB NATO-EUB HOTEL ECHO 
t*IOVEMBEP. CH.kT.LB VICTOT. Y-LMKEE LlELT.4 ALFL. F'APA 'XCAF. E1ERF.t. 
FtZ$:<TRr3T T.L.NGl3 KILr3 WHISK'{ F.!;lI?.IEO r3i3L.P) 2 0 ) )  

Ovli 510L: CBH fiClli.1 CONTACT.7 
!nhcrirancc: OVERR1DE.VALUES 
r.laluc;: iSUF.FACE P.u .L: ' ;E-~~~IJT.~.~~T i3THER-SUB IinT?=l-SUB HOTEL ECH!7 Mr3fIE;MBER 

l?HAF.L-Y :IICTC)R YL.I\IKEE DE.LTA ALFA PL.PL. OSCAR S1E:RRA FOXTROT 
TXI'JGO KILO WHISKY ROMEO GOLF) 

Fig. 22. Extended example scenario: CBH and Prior Hypothesis of contact 7.  

IHYPOTHESI s.? j u l  i e t t  

i (SO 1QB 1 
PIORE? (Yes o r  140) ye5 

HY POTHESI S ?  f a1 se -con tac t  

(8 2 0 )  
MORE:' I ' fes o r  No j no 

Fig. 23. Extended example scenario: DempsterIShafer inquiry. 
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tnw 9 

.-S 

.. . . - r . .  . 

r 'contact.?) 
I d  b e  t h e  c u r r g n t  KE'? ev3 

PlEIIT . Cnl'lPLET El! 

Fig. 24. Extended example scenario: reassessment of a contact. 
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(i.,l,JI! i; GF,EATEF:FI (THE SpEE'D iT!F I\JE.:,2T,F.LA~ZT] 2l:i j 
l(LE55F {THE SPEED OF PJE'V'U'.FACT) ?6'1) THEI'J 

( THE E\:ALLVATIU:,J OF NEV:.FACT :: 
(QuoTE ((N!JCLE:AR 6;l)';))) 

I 
. - 

(THE EtrALUATIdrJ OF PJEiiu'.FACT IS 
(QUoTE (((i'OMFLEI.r;lEr*JT SUEMARINE:') 90:))) j )  

I !THE EV.kLU.~-TIOpI 6 F  NE??.FAi'T IS 
iQlJ(I!TE ('(DIESEL tjr j ' j  ((i3i~~MPL.E:1~,4ENT DIESEL TH) 20))):)) I 

Valijes: / IF  /THE: E:XPGETJRE: O F  I.IE:W,F'ACT 1s s I \ ] ~ ~ p - s L . . ~ . ~ )  THE:ItJ 
(THE EVALUATICiEJ OF BJEW.FACT I5 
(QUOTE ((JULIETT 30):i):i j 

I Valu~s: (IF (THE EXFOSURE O F  NEW.FACT IS 
(THE Esv7ALUATIOM OF NEW.FACT IS 
(!,7rJ(T)TE (((COMPLEMENT JrJLIETT SOVIET-STJBj 4.5) j) j j 

I (THE EXP0GUF.E r3F NEW,FACT IS SIiO(I,P-SLAB)) I 
Ihe S1~i~nL.HuLt. t  !hit in t V n  Knowledqe Base ' . .  

Values: (IF 
(OR (THE SIGNAL OF MEVJ.FRCT IS .4) 
(THE GIGNAL I ~ F  HEW,FACT IS 2))  THEN 
(THE EXPOSURE OF NEWSFACT I5 SNOOP-TRAY)) 

Fig. 25, Rules. 
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1 values ((~USIFUCQ 
(f,SURFACE PAUE-COW'- UTXm*WM =TO-rn H a  B m  

HQ-R QHAKLY VXmS P-B DeLTA AWA FWR 0s- m-w 
F(Cl;gTROT TANGQ m O  ~~ -7 RObAX30 G0.w B) 

((HOTEL ECHO PIO-R CKARLF VET062 Y A W E  mLTA ALFA PAPA 
m w  rnW] 1q [ ( ' r n L @ q  3.)) 

Fig, 'm* Case of conflicting evidences. 
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